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Abstract



Recent research has shown that applications [6] that stitch together objects retrieved from different sources could be potentially useful. In such a situation, one would want to make sure that the illumination context of the object and the background image match to a certain extent. Otherwise, the object inserted would not blend in well with the background image. Illumination is an important context in images. The vision community has not really spoken volumes about that. One possible reason could be because of the absence of systems that can estimate illumination well enough. One however does realize that knowing the illumination could further improve some of the existing algorithms that we have.



‘Illumination’ as an independent parameter, sets the context of an image as much as any other parameter would. As pointed out by [1], computer vision researchers have mostly been inclined to designing systems which are illumination invariant. The publication, “Estimating natural illumination from a single outdoor scene”, on the other hand has pointed out that one could use illumination as an important tool to better analyze images. We based our work on this publication and tried to estimate the illumination context of a natural scene from a single image. The paper uses the three most evident cues in a natural scene i.e. the sky, shadows on the ground and the varied intensities of the vertical surfaces to estimate the direction of light. They have pointed out that each of the three cues are not so strong themselves, but the combination of these weak cues give us a reliable estimate of the direction of the sun and the illumination context of the image. We have gone ahead and analyzed their work and tried to implement the idea on our own dataset. During the course of implementation, we have done a few things differently to see how the alternate approaches perform. To validate our work, we devised a simple experiment where we let people label the direction of the sun in the images in our dataset and compared the results to what our algorithm generates. Not only did we get a good overview about the strengths and weaknesses of the approach taken by authors, we also realised that they were trying to solve a problem which is tough even for the human visual system.



1.1. Basis Our work is based on the paper “Estimating Natural Illumination from a Single Outdoor Image” by Jean-Francois Lalonde, Alexei A. Efros, and Srinivasa G. Narasimhan from the School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University, from the proceedings of CVPR 2009. This paper presents a novel method to estimate the natural illumination of an outdoor scene. The authors have computed the probability distribution over the sun position and visibility. Their method relies on a set of weak cues like sky, vertical surfaces and the ground, which they finally combine to get a robust estimate of illumination. This is further combined with a data-driven prior computed over a dataset of 6 million Internet photos. As, the authors’ mentioned getting a good enough estimate of the illumination of an image from surface geometry and material properties is a hard problem. But there exists numerous photographs that contain certain informative cues about illumination, such as the sky, the shadows on the ground and the shading on vertical surfaces. And, in spite of the fact, that they singly acts as a weak cue, the paper extracts the ‘collective wisdom’ from these cues to estimate the complete sky dome (sun position, if it is visible, and sky appearance) from a single image.



1. Introduction A question which might occur to the reader is, why would someone want to know, if not just out of curiosity, the illumination context of an image. Well it turns out that there could be a lot of applications which use the illumination context of an image. Object retrieval from a database and insertion in an image could be one very useful application. 1



2. 3rd Party Libraries 2.1 Photopopup We use the output of the paper ‘Geometric Context from a single image’ by Hoeim et. al. In this paper, they have estimated the coarse geometric properties of a scene from a single image. Even in cluttered scenes, they have been able to cluster the scene into geometric classes describing the 3D orientation of each. We have used the geometric context, for example, to obtain the direction in which the vertical surfaces are pointing to. We also measure the reliability of each surface by computing the number of arrows in each surface.



Figure 1: Knowledge Representation for probable sun position. A degree is the output of our illumination estimation algorithm and +/- 15 degree is the error range we provide.



2.2 Superpixel Segmentation weak cues to get a plausible angle, a ◦ of the sun with the camera. We then define a ◦ ± 15 as our illumination estimation output.



Graph-based image segmentation techniques generally represent the problem in terms of a graph G = (V, E) where each node vi ∈ V corresponds to a pixel in the image, and the edges in E connect certain pairs of neighboring pixels. A weight is associated with each edge based on some property of the pixels that it connects, such as their image intensities. For image segmentation, the edge weights are the difference in pixel intensities. In the graph-based approach, a segmentation S is a partition of V into components such that each component (or region) C ∈ S corresponds to a connected component in a graph G′ = (V, E ′ ), where E ′ is a subset of E. In general we want the elements in a component to be similar, and elements in different components to be dissimilar. This means that edges between two vertices in the same component should have relatively low weights, and edges between vertices in different components should have higher weights. We have used [8] for segmenting the images into superpixels.



4. Sky Cue For estimating the sky cue from a single natural outdoor image our first step has been to extract the sky segment from the input image. In this and also other two cue-computation algorithms, we have localized the region where to look for the plausible cues. This is essential in a sense that we are using such cues for illumination estimation which are comfortably placed in different regions of a typical image and by localizing those regions our primary aim has been to improve the accuracy of our cue estimation algorithms as well as get rid of possible outliers. Moreover, in our sky-cue estimation algorithm, our aim is to estimate the sun’s zenith angle with respect to the camera. We shall be explaining the exact algorithm in details in the following sections. But before going into that, a brief overview would be something like this: We have started with determining the horizon line of the image, used the horizon line and focal length to get the camera’s zenith angle. Then, we have used Perez Sky Model to generate the sky segments for a number of sun’s zenith angles sampled in the interval of 0 to 360 degree. Finally, taking our original sky segment as the mean we have constructed a Normal Distribution of the probability of sun’s zenith angle given the image i.e. the sky segment. The angle with the maximum probability in such a distribution is most likely to give the possible zenith angle of the sun with respect to the camera. For further getting rid of the outliers, we have taken an extra step before generating the skies using the Perez Model. Since this cue, in itself is a weak cue, we need to be cautious about deciding what information to use and what to discard. For, e.g. sky in an image can be clear, patchy or overcast. In first case we shall be getting most useful information. In second case,



3. Overview of the process When a scene is captured as an image, the lighting conditions play a very important role since it directly affects how that scene appeals to the human eye. While trying to find out the exact illumination of an outdoor scene might seem not a very genaralized problem, since illumination affects different parts of an image in different ways, we can localize those regions and try to extract the cues from it. This approach is followed in the paper[1] we implement. The information about illumination is actually captured separately from sky pixels, ground pixels and vertical surface pixels in this algorithm. We refer to them in the following sections as Sky cue, Shadow cue and Vertical surface cue respectively. Each of these cues give us a probability of the sun positions with respect to the camera. From the probability distributions, we consider the sun positions’ with maximum probability within certain intervals and combine each of these 2



Figure 2: Sky cue extraction (a) Input- The original Image (b) Intermediary Processing- The sky mask as an output from the geometric context algorithm (c) Output- The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera there will be outliers as while generating skies with specific zenith angle of the sun with respect to the camera, the clouds will not be taken care of, which in turn will perturb the entire probability distribution and our inference about sun position. Similarly, in the third case, there is no useful information in sky that can be used to infer about the sun position. So, we classify the input sky-segments and get rid of the outliers before computing the probable sun position.



4.1 Horizon Line Determination For generating the different sky segments using the Perez Sky Model, we will need prior information about two important camera parameters - zenith angle of the camera with respect to the vertical and the focal length of the camera. We can get the focal length of the image from the EXIF tag of the photograph. But to determine the sun’s zenith angle we require knowing both the focal length and the horizon line of the image. Determining the horizon line from a single image is in itself a hard problem. However a reasonable approximation as proposed by the authors Lalonde et al [1] can be to select the row midway between the lowest sky pixel and the highest ground pixel as horizon. We follow this paradigm in our algorithm to detect the horizon line from the image.



Figure 3: Horizon Line Estimation.



4.3 Generating Sky-segments for different zenith angle of the sun



4.2 Determination of cameras zenith angle with respect to the vertical



We want to find out the most probable position of the sun given the sky segment. And by position, we mean the suns zenith angle with respect to the camera. For this we simulate Sky segments for different zenith angles of the sun, sampled equally (1 degree interval) within the range of 0 to 360 degree. For this we used the following formula of Perez Sky Model from the paper [4],



Given the horizon line and the focal length of the camera, we computed the zenith angle of the camera with respect to the vertical using the following formula from the paper[5],



lp = f (θp , γp ) = [1+aexp(



vh = −fc ∗ tan(



π − θc ) 2



b )]∗[1+cexp(dγp )+e cos2 γp ] cos θp



where lp is relative luminance of a sky pixel, θp is the zenith angle of the camera with the vertical, γp is the zenith angle of the sun with the camera and a, b, c, d, e are the five atmospheric conditions.



where vh is the estimated horizon line, θc is the zenith angle of the camera with respect to the sun and fc is the focal length of the camera. 3



Figure 4: Vertical Surface cue extraction(a) Input- The original Image (b) Intermediary Processing- The orientation of vertical surfaces (coded with arrow directions) as an output from the geometric context algorithm (c) Output- The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera



4.4 Computing the probability distribution of the sun’s zenith angle



done, if it is overcast, we discard it and if it is patchy, we do a simple binary segmentation to get rid of the clouds yet retain the information within the sky pixels. With a commensurable dataset used for training the classifier, this algorithm performs suitably for the sky-cue extraction algorithm.



After generating the 360 sky-segments, each ith sky segment represents the possible sky for sun at i degree away from the camera position in an anticlockwise direction. With these samples, and the original sky-segment as the mean of the sample population, we generate a normal distribution of the sky segments i.e. sun’s zenith angles with respect to the camera. The variance is calculated from the sample population which could also be taken as a constant (as proposed in the paper [1]). After constructing the Normal Distribution of possible zenith angles of the sun, we determine two local maxima in between 0-180 degree and 181-360 degree. These two angles are our most probable positions of sun (zenith angle with respect to the camera) for the input image and the final output of the sky cue.



5. Vertical Surface Cue The Vertical Surface cue estimation is a simple estimation of the probable direction of the sun in an image with respect to the camera. So, the output of this cue C ∈ [right, lef t, behind]. For this cue computation we use the output of the photopop up code [2] that gives use the orientation of the normals to the vertical surfaces in any scene. We use the logic that a brightly lit surface means that the sun might be pointing in the direction of its normal. So, our aim here is to let all the vertical surfaces in a scene vote for their preferred direction. The majority vote gives us the probable sun direction of the image with respect to the camera.



4.5 Preprocessing of the sky-segment to get rid of outliers As, we mentioned before, any sky-segment can be divided into clear, patchy or overcast class. If the sky is clear, we do not need any preprocessing as it is assumed that the whole sky gives us certain information about the sun-position with respect to the camera. Again , if the sky is overcast, we simply discard this cue as non-informative and rely only on the rest of the cues. However, if the sky is patchy, the skysegment do have certain information in it which we need to extract meaningfully. So, in our algorithm, we first classify the sky-segment into one of our three predefined class using K-nearest-neighbor classification (we used k=5, as suggested by the paper [1]) and then decide on what preprocessing is needed. If, the sky is clear, nothing needs to be



5.1 Vertical Surface Extraction The vertical surfaces from an image can be extracted using Hoeim’s code for Geometric Context of an Image [2]. After extracting the vertical segment of the image we are interested in getting the intensity of the vertical surfaces present in the scene along with their size in proportion to the complete image size as well as the direction of the normal to that surface. So, at first we localize the vertical segment using the vertical mask which is one of the output of the Photo popup code. 4



5.4 Determining the intensity of the vertical surfaces After getting the direction a vertical surface faces in a scene and the size ratio, we need to get the intensity of it so as to make it vote for its preferred direction of sun. Instead of separately segmenting and detecting the vertical surface from the input image and then computing their intensity we use the co-ordinates of the sliding window used for detecting the arrow and compute the intensity of a window that contains an arrow. Hence, after each of the above mentioned steps, we have a count of how many arrows are in right, left or behind direction as well as the intensity corresponding to those arrows. From this, each of the arrow-count votes weighed by its corresponding intensity (sum of the intensities of all sliding windows corresponding to a particular direction). Our set of cue-inference can be renamed as followinginstead of the set [left, right, behind], we redefine it as [-90, 90, 180] and use the intensity count votes to build a probability distribution for a possible direction. The angle with maximum probability will obviously give us the preferred direction of the sun in the image.



Figure 5: Arrow extraction templates



5.2 Getting the direction of Normals to the vertical surfaces In our algorithm for determining the direction of the normal of the vertical surfaces present in the scene, we directly use the result of the Geometric context[2]. The code outputs processed images with certain subclasses marked on them to define the surface layout of the image. One of the output gives us the orientation of the normals of the vertical surfaces present in the scene marked by arrows on the surface. The arrows have three orientations: left, right or top representing the sun’s direction as left, right or behind with respect to the camera. So, from this piece of code, we get the normal directions of each vertical surface present in the scene.



6. Shadow cue To extract maximum information from the ground, we used shadow cue, as in the original publication. Efros et al. used the ‘L’ and the ‘a’ channel in the CIELab color channel to detect shadows. As suggested by [9], the ‘L’ channel contains both shadow and reflectance gradient, while the ‘a’ channel contains only the reflectance gradients. Hence, they subtract the information present in these two channels to eliminate the the reflectance gradients and consider only the shadow gradients. We were however curious to know what information the ‘b’ channel has to offer. We noticed during the the course of experimentation, that the ‘b’ channel brought out the shadows on the ground to a great extent. The ‘b’ channel separated the shadows with a pixel value of 0. We thought we could use that to cluster the shadow pixels. One negative aspect of our approach is that, the ‘b’ channel does not really differentiate between shadow gradients and reflectance gradients. But considering that when we try to detect shadows on the ground only, and not the entire image, this did not seem to be too much of a problem. We faced very minimal number of situations where there were reflectance surfaces on the ground, which were being confused as linear shadow lines. Once the algorithm is able to detect shadows on the ground, we base our next step on the assumption that linear objects act as sun-dials in this situation. Hence linear and prominent shadows are able to correctly point us in the direction of the sun. To be able to detect the most prominent



5.3 Determining the size ratio of the vertical surfaces in the scene Interestingly, the number of arrows on any particular vertical surface given as the output Geometric context [2] (surface layout with subclass labels- up, right, top) directly commensurate its size with respect to the complete image. And we exploit this fact to get a size estimate of the vertical surfaces proportional to each other. This estimate is the count of the arrows drawn on a particular vertical surface as an output of the photo pop up code. This means, a larger number of arrows on a surface implies a large size surface. It is to be noted that though we are actually taking into consideration each and every vertical surface in the scene, we do not explicitly compute the number of arrows on each surface. We took the surface layout output (from the pop-up code) with orientation determining arrows on each of the vertical surfaces and count the total number of arrows facing left, right and behind. Though we do not get the explicit count of arrows on each of the vertical surfaces, we get an estimate of sizes of vertical surfaces with respect to the direction they face toward. That is the only information we require to decide on the position of the sun. The arrows are detected using an arrow mask and a sliding window approach throughout the orientation image (output from Geometric context with orientation of vertical surfaces coded in arrows) 5



Figure 6: Shadow cue extraction (a) Input- The original Image (b) The b-channel output of the ground segment of the image (c)Intermediary Processing- The ground mask as an output from the geometric context algorithm (d) Output- The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera linear shadow pixels, we cluster them using K-means algorithm. What we really want from the output of K-means is to use the top cluster, and so the selection of the number of bins does not really affect the algorithm. We selected 4 bins using the assumption that in any image, one cannot expect more than 4 shadows. After obtaining the most prominent linear shadow line, we had to calculate the intensity gradient of each pixel. We also realised that the most prominent shadow line may not always be linear. We could detect a flag pole or a pillar like structure with horizontal components too. Hence we made the intensity gradients vote for a particular direction and we chose the direction voted for most as the angle in which the sun is, as obtained from the shadow cue. It is important to point out that we actually obtain two diametrically opposite angles of the possible sun position from this cue. It is not possible to solve this directional ambiguity from this cue. We use the ‘vertical surfaces’ cues to decide on which angle of the predicted two is the accurate result.



Figure 7: Input- The original Image



7. Cue Combination To combine the 3 cues, the original paper uses a Bayes theorem approach using information from the data-prior. P (I/S, G, V ) ∝ P (S, G, V /I) ∗ P (I) The data prior gives us P(I), which is the probability that an image exists at a particular location. We, on the other hand, did not have data-prior information for the images that we used as our dataset. For that reason, we use an algorithmic ‘elimination method’ to obtain the best possible approximation of the sun position given the three cues. We have two diametrically opposite angles outputted by the ground cue, while the sky cue also outputs two angles from the generated ‘Perez skies’ which have maximum probabilities. The vertical surfaces cue, on the other hand,



Figure 8: Knowledge Representation after Cue combination
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generates one of the three possible directions, right, left or behind, for the position of the sun with respect to the camera. Both the sky and the ground cue tends to generate angles which are diametrically opposite. We use this property to eliminate the inaccurate outputs. For eg., if the vertical surfaces cue tells us that the sun is on the left, we can safely assume that the angles outputted by the sky cue and the ground cue in the 1st and the 2nd quadrant can be eliminated. From the two remaining cues, an average of the two gives us a reliable output. We adapt a similar approach for the right side also. For the instance when the vertical surfaces cue outputs that the sun is probably behind the camera, the angles which are in the 2nd and the 3rd quadrant can be safely eliminated. Using this method of eliminating inaccurate angles depending on the direction predicted by the vertical surfaces cue, we can arrive at an angle which has the maximum probability at which the sun is positioned.



Figure 9: Human labeling experiment sults comes out to be x accurate while our algorithm turns out to be X accurate.



9. Conclusions and Observations During the course of implementation, we observed a few things which might be quite noteworthy. Firstly, as mentioned before, the problem we are solving here is a tough problem for the human visual system too. Especially when the sun is behind the camera and not visible in the sky that is part of the image, it become quite a tough estimation for humans. It is also interesting to notice that humans mostly use the shadow cue, while we have seen that the sky cue produces best results among the three cues for the algorithm. Secondly, we would like to point out that the photographic eye does not pay too much heed in taking pictures which are very informative in terms of the 3 cues that we consider. The three cues, sky, shadows and vertical surfaces are most often not the subject of the image, and are hence not too informative. Because of this same reason, we went ahead and created our own dataset with which we could test our algorithm well enough. Thirdly, shadow detection on the ground from a single image is still quite a hard problem. The original publication uses the L and the b channel in the CIE-Lab color space to avoid reflectance gradients and only consider shadow gradients. We on the other hand considered the ‘b’ channel as, during the course of experimentation, we noticed that the ’b’ channel is quite informative when it comes to detecting shadows on the ground. However, we also believe that much work remains to be done with respect to detecting shadows using a single image, as most of the previous research uses temporal information from video sequences.



8. Validation 8.1 Human Labeling experiment The accuracy of an algorithm is generally measured by how often the algorithm produced a correct result to the total number of runs of the algorithm. The original publication used the standard method of ‘data-priors’ to estimate the accuracy of their algorithm. They used pre-computed GPS information to obtain the exact position of the sun and then verified it with the result their algorithm produced. We tried out the method of validating it by comparing it to human-labelled results. We let 3 individuals label 58 distinctly different photos. The only prior information that was given to these individuals was about the labeling convention they should follow. They were told to assume that they were standing in the center of the ‘sky-dome’ with the image in front of them. If the sky-dome could be divided into 4 quadrants, the quadrants on their right were 1 and 2 and the ones on their left were 3 and 4 in an anti-clockwise fashion. The results of the experiment are tabulated below: There are quite a few observations here that are noteworthy. Before we even look at the results of the algorithm, let us take a look at the accuracy of human labeling. We notice that only 27 out of 58 labels matched for all the three individuals while there were 44 out of the 58 images which were labelled the same by two out of three individuals. This shows us that the problem being solved is quite a tough problem even for the human visual system. It also tells us that using the human performance as an absolute yard-stick is not very accurate. Hence we decided to see how close our algorithm goes in coming as close as possible to the human visual system performance. The human-labelled re-



10. Results The results of our algorithm are displayed at the end of the paper. Fig 10 and 12 are the best case results where our algorithm performs really well. Fig. 11 and 13 are its corresponding normal graphs generated. Fig 14 and 16 are the 7



worst case results where our algorithm is not able to predict the accurate estimation of the sun position. Fig. 15 and 17 are its corresponding normal graphs generated. Fig 18 and 19 are the results when only the Sky and the Vertical cues are considered for estimating the sun position. Fig 20 and 21 are the results when only the Shadow and the Vertical cues are considered for estimating the sun position. These results show that there are instances when two cues also can reliably predict the accurate sun position.
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Figure 10: Best case result (a) Input- The original Image (b) The orientation of vertical surfaces (coded with arrow directions) as an output from the geometric context algorithm (c)Knowledge Representation after Cue combination



Figure 11: Graphs for the above (a) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the sky cue (b) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the vertical surface cue (c) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the shadow cue



Figure 12: Best case result (a) Input- The original Image (b) The orientation of vertical surfaces (coded with arrow directions) as an output from the geometric context algorithm (c)Knowledge Representation after Cue combination
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Figure 13: Graphs for the above (a) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the sky cue (b) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the vertical surface cue (c) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the shadow cue



Figure 14: Worst case result (a) Input- The original Image (b) The orientation of vertical surfaces (coded with arrow directions) as an output from the geometric context algorithm (c)Knowledge Representation after Cue combination



Figure 15: Graphs for the above (a) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the sky cue (b) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the vertical surface cue (c) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the shadow cue
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Figure 16: Worst case result (a) Input- The original Image (b) The orientation of vertical surfaces (coded with arrow directions) as an output from the geometric context algorithm (c)Knowledge Representation after Cue combination



Figure 17: Graphs for the above (a) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the sky cue (b) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the vertical surface cue (c) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the shadow cue



Figure 18: Sky + Vertical cue combination (a) Input- The original Image (b) The orientation of vertical surfaces (coded with arrow directions) as an output from the geometric context algorithm (c) Knowledge Representation after Cue combination
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Figure 19: Graphs for the above (a) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the sky cue (b) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the vertical surface cue



Figure 20: Shadow + Vertical cue combination (a) Input- The original Image (b) The orientation of vertical surfaces (coded with arrow directions) as an output from the geometric context algorithm (c) Knowledge Representation after Cue combination



Figure 21: Graphs for the above (a) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the shadow cue (b) The probability distribution of the probable sun positions with respect to the camera as predicted by the vertical surface cue
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